
The key economic relationship to watch 
in the world is that between the fastest-
growing major economy, China, and the
No.1 economic power, the United States.
But for how long will China effectively 
keep Uncle Sam going by financing the 
US’s current-account deficit through 
buying US Treasury Bills? And in the 
aftermath of any ensuing fall-out, 
will China catch up with the US… 
or pull it down?
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bring the fabled riches of the East to all the world?

Almost certainly not. But China is going to change

our lives in the next 25 years in ways we can

hardly imagine. And in this process, there will be

big winners and big losers. Unquestionably, the

biggest winner will be China herself. And, after

the environment, the biggest loser will be the

United States of America.

To understand why, it helps to go back to

1994. This was when China all-but-signed over

sovereignty of the most important mechanism

by which it dealt with the rest of the world: the

valuation of its currency, the remnimbi. It fixed

the rate to the US dollar at 8.30 and so gave

the US Federal Reserve control over a large part

of its monetary policy. For the next decade, China

became an economic state of the United States,

arguably commercially closer to New Mexico than

was Mexico.

But during this embrace, China also became

America’s nemesis. For in the process, the Middle

Kingdom also found a way – as did the Ancient

Greeks – of undermining the seeming impregnability

of our modern-day Troy. And China’s Trojan Horse

took on a far less suspicious form than that latter-

day gift from the Greeks. Its shape? The suburban

shopping mall. 

From these innocuous-looking boxes, the

Chinese have infiltrated the heart of America,

except that its army of modern-day Achilles took

on the unwarlike guise of… stuff. Lots of stuff.

That is to say lots and lots and lots of stuff –

from toys to clothes, from electronic gadgets to

wheelbarrows, from furniture to computer

hardware, from evening gowns to massage

machines. China’s daily surplus with the United

States is now approaching $500 million. And, via

this infiltration, the Chinese have inflicted on

America’s manufacturing industry that most

terrible of Chinese tortures, ling chi, or “death by

a thousand cuts”. 

To pull their Trojan Horse inside America’s city

walls, the Chinese enlisted the aid of an unwitting

anti-hero: Joe Six-Pack. The latter played his part
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NLY 200 YEARS AGO, the 

Chinese sun was undisputedly the brightest star

in the economic firmament. As recently as 1820,

Angus Maddison estimates one-third of the world’s

GDP was Chinese. But by 1979, largely because of

the machinations of the Great Powers, the machismo

of the Qing Dynasty and the misconceived

masterplan of Mao, this share had slumped to

around 5%. 

Yet today’s China is once again wide awake,

pursuing the creation of economic wealth more

commensurate with its numbers and its history.

Since the late 1970s, when Deng Xiaoping

succeeded Mao and opened China’s door to the

world, the Chinese economy has grown at an

average compound rate of 10% p.a. By 1990,

its GDP was $383 billion; by 2004, it had risen

to an estimated $1,700 billion, an increase of

4.4 times in 14 years. At these rates, China will

overtake Japan within the next decade to become

the world’s second largest economy. 

There is even a somewhat far-fetched

scenario that sees the Chinese economy

overtake the United States as early as 2025.

Far-fetched perhaps, but not impossible: assume

the US economy grows at 3% p.a. and China at

6.6% p.a. for each of the next 20 years. This

alone would be nowhere near sufficient to close

the gap between the two countries. But now

assume that China’s remnimbi appreciated by

300%, from 12 US cents a remnimbi to 48 cents

a remnimbi, over this same period. (Remember

that, after the collapse of the Bretton Woods

Agreement in 1973, the Japanese yen appreciated

by 338% in 23 years.) Were this to happen,

China’s economy would overhaul that of the US

by 2025.

Gymnastics with figures, you might say. But

go to China and, before your very eyes, you can

see an extraordinary metamorphosis taking place.

Yesterday’s Maoist caterpillar is transforming

itself into today’s capitalist butterfly. In Shanghai,

the commercial centre of this chrysalis, construction

crews add two new floors a day to any one of the

forest of skyscrapers that crowd its landscape.

And watching the traffic on the Huangpu River as

it snakes through the heart of this great metropolis

is like watching a great grey greasy conveyor belt,

bursting with the bounty of the earth, flowing into

the mouth of a seemingly insatiable dragon.

No amount of reading can prepare you for the

New China: you truly have to see it to believe it.

Or as Zhou Chongguo of the Han Dynasty put it:

“Seeing it once is better than being told a

hundred times.”

Marco Polo must have felt similarly dazed

after his visit to Kublai Khan’s court in the 13th

century: “I did not tell half of what I saw.” His

Travels of Marco Polo was the book that launched

a thousand ships. Explorers were prepared to go

over ‘the edge of the earth’ to discover sea

routes to Cathay and, as a result, to capture the

profit that would arise from bypassing the toll-

infested Silk Route that crossed Central Asia. 

When Columbus ventured westwards across

the Atlantic into the great unknown – “Following

the light of the sun, we left the Old World” – he

carried with him a dog-eared copy of Marco Polo’s

Travels. The one comment he underlined heavily

was “merçacciones innumeras” or “an incalculable

amount of trade”. That thought still moves financial

mountains today: China has overtaken the United

States to become the world’s largest recipient of

foreign direct investment.

So is the New China to be the answer to all

our commercial dreams, the Shangri-La that will
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credit in an attempt to sustain an increasingly

illusory lifestyle. Why illusory? Because all the

time Joe’s job was becoming Jiang’s.

For over a decade now, China has stuffed its

American counterpart in this impromptu currency

union and in return been paid in US dollars it

either cannot or does not want to spend, at least

not immediately. As a result, Beijing has steadily

built up a financial surplus with Uncle Sam: taking

jobs away, sending stuff back, and being paid in

Fed-issued dollars which the Chinese have

hoarded mostly in US Treasury Bills. China’s

foreign exchange reserves at the end of June

2005 topped $711 billion, with the vast majority

being parked in US cash or dollar fixed-income

securities. And this reserve total is now rising by

an extraordinary $240 billion a year. After ceding

control of the value of its currency to Washington

in 1994, the question arises today whether China

now affects US monetary policy more than the US

affects China’s monetary policy. 

In English history, King Ethelred the Unready

got his name after being unprepared and unable

to turn back a tide of invading Vikings, even after

offering them bribes of gold. And his usurper,

Canute, went on to prove that even if kings

commanded the incoming waves to stop by

throwing gold into them, their earthly sovereignty

could not stop that elemental tide from flowing. 

Are the Americans ignoring history? For now,

instead of paying for its Asian imports with ‘real

money’, the US is effectively throwing its Treasury

Bills into the Pacific, attempting to bribe the Asian

tide from coming in. 

But for how long will their ploy work? In the

19th century, the commercial tide swept rather

from West to East, and a humbled China was

force-fed opium by the China Traders, both

European and Yankee. Now the Western tide is

ebbing, and an Eastern one is again flowing.

Should we see Joe Six-Pack as the new addict

and China as America’s ‘opium’ supplier? What

sweet revenge that would be!

If we are in a new Opium War, the most

corrosive opiate being offered to the American

masses is not so much Chinese-made stuff but

the Mandarin-made mortgages advanced to America

to buy that stuff. Not only has this accommodation
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by having a ball in China’s shop – let us call it the

Great Wal-Mart of China for that retailer alone

now accounts for a full 10% of the trans-Pacific

trade. Joe has bought stuff in increasingly larger

quantities using increasingly larger amounts of
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CHINA’S RISING FX RESERVES
China’s current account + capital account surpluses = rising FX reserves

FX reserve increase

Source: Deutsche
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But as China’s economic strength grows and,

more importantly, as the key driver in its economy

switches from being the foreign consumer to the

domestic one, China will slowly break cover and

America’s tide will finally come in. As the

accompanying tsunami breaks and the largest

vendor-financing scheme in history collapses,

the US will surely endure the Mother of all Cold

Turkeys. Withdrawal symptoms will include a

dollar rout, particularly against Asia’s currencies.

It will also cause a sharp rise in US interest rates

as the Asian underwriters to the US bond market

fade away. For its part, there will come a time

when the Bank of China will most likely declare

itself fed up with the Fed’s incontinence (not to

say incompetence) and let the remnimbi float

free. The ensuing appreciation could well make

China the world’s largest economy. All this begs

the question: will China catch up with the US…

or pull it down?

The above scenario conjures up the image of

the female praying mantis. When mating, she

seduces her other half into impregnating her with

the next generation. When the male has finished

the job – sometimes whilst he is still on it! – she

ungratefully devours him. Is she to be China and

he the United States?

You have to grasp the financial jiggery-pokery

above to grasp what is happening not just inside

China but inside our world. The Middle Kingdom is

being given a leg-up (or leg-over in the praying

mantis idiom!) in the economic race by a self-

centred nation that, in the words of Martin Wolf

of the Financial Times, is on “a comfortable path

to ruin”. 

America’s tragedy almost certainly will not

follow this script precisely, but stranger things

have happened. Remember the story about a

wooden horse that brought down the America 

of its day? The Turks do. To this day, they say

ruefully: “Beware the Greeks when they come

bearing gifts.”

With the Olympic Torch now en route from

Athens 2004 to Beijing 2008, will it carry within

its flame fleeting images of Greece’s former

glory? And when will China, by staring into this

Greek fire, realise the awesome power that it

now possesses? 

Epilogue

Confucius wrote that “A journey of a thousand

miles begins with a single step.” July 21, 2005

saw China taking that single step along the road

that will ultimately undermine the US dollar as

the world’s sole reserve currency. The Chinese

revalued the remnimbi by a seemingly

insignificant 2.1% and moved their currency

regime from a fixed to a managed-float system.

Henceforth, the Chinese currency will operate

under a crawling-peg mechanism, one that will

slowly but surely see China’s remnimbi creep up

on the US dollar. Henceforth the American

currency will suffer the financial equivalent of

ling chi, death by a thousand tiny devaluations

against the remnimbi. 

Two weeks later, The Economist wrote a cover

story entitled: Great Wall Street – How China runs
the World Economy. In the accompanying article,

it noted: 

“For many decades, global monetary policy

has been set in Washington. When the Fed raised

interest rates, global monetary conditions would

tighten. Today, however, thanks in part to China's

purchases of T-bonds, low long-term bond yields

have offset the rise in American short-term

interest rates over the past year. The yield on

ten-year bonds is currently lower than before the

Fed started to lift interest rates in June 2004.

America’s sovereignty over its monetary policy

has therefore been eroded, with a given rise in

short-term rates producing much less monetary

tightening than in the past. To that extent, global

monetary policy is increasingly being set in Beijing

as well as in Washington.” 

Surely, the sun is again rising in the East.
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allowed the US savings rate to fall to near-zero,

but this drug has anaesthetised Joe Six-Pack so

effectively he cannot detect the coming typhoon.

For now, China continues playing possum 

(if not panda!) to America’s vanity by accepting

Greenspan’s greenbacks and perpetuating the

illusion that this game of Chinese cheques is actually

a symbiotic relationship that suits both parties. 
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CHINA’S SHARE OF COMMODITY USAGE
as a % of world consumption

2001
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Indonesia 0.35
India 0.43
China 0.59
Philippines 0.85
Thailand 0.92
Chile 2.05
Mexico 2.27
Malaysia 2.78
Czech Republic 2.86
Turkey 3.46
Hong Kong 5.22
Taiwan 6.13
Singapore 7.78
South Korea 8.35
Spain 11.46
Japan 19.01
US 20.32
Germany 24.07


